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About The Nantucket Historical Commission
The NHC is a Town of Nantucket Municipal Agency that serves the public by protecting the
National Historic Landmark of Nantucket. Nantucket’s important historic resources include
structures as well as their setting and context, the American and Native American artifacts,
and the island’s special visual quality, as expressed in the natural and built environment. The
NHC advises the Select Board on matters of preservation, and works with Nantucket’s
Preservation Planner, Planning Director, and other municipal agencies. It creates plans and
guidelines for historic preservation, directs surveys of buildings and lands of archaeological and
historic significance, and advocates for historic preservation. The NHC complements the local
Historic District Commission, which is Nantucket’s regulatory architectural review board. It also
liaises with the Massachusetts Historical Commission and local preservation and conservation
non-profits. https:// www.nantucket-ma.gov
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The Nantucket Historical Commission is Nantucket’s municipal preservation
planning agency. We maintain surveys of historic resources, propose plans and
guidelines for preservation of the Nantucket National Historic Landmark, and
advocate for island-wide preservation.
Surveying and protecting original paving material has been a key initiative of the
current Commission. But we were hardly the first to value this picturesque and
important original asset. In 1919, a group of islanders and summer residents
petitioned the Nantucket Board of Selectmen to reverse the decision to cover
Main Street Square with concrete. The debate was intense. Only after
independently raising the funds to repair the cobblestone road did the
preservationists ultimately prevail. It may be the very first instance of an
American preservation movement devoted to pavement.
Fast-forward 102 years, and Nantucket is internationally famous for its
authentically historic built environment. All we have is here today because of the
brave and visionary actions of conservationists and preservationists who came
before us. Often, they worked in direct opposition to their own immediate
financial prospects. Time and again, costly and restrictive initiatives were
supported by the tax-paying public who voted at Town Meeting. Nantucketers
invested in a future that would prove to be priceless.
But as Nantucket’s charms continue to grow, so does development pressure on its
increasingly rare historic resources. We hope this guide to preserving historic
pavement inspires and instructs all who walk the streets of Nantucket, and all
who work hand in hand to keep it well maintained and authentic for the pleasure
of future generations.

The Nantucket Historical Commission
January 5, 2021
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HISTORIC PAVEMENT
ON NANTUCKET
Nantucket Island is a Historic District and a
National Historic Landmark exceptional for
many qualities, including its quantity of 19th
and early 20th century paving materials and
street artifacts.
Many paved areas in the Historic Core have
endured for centuries. Schist and granite
curbstones bearing marks of hand tools,
enormous flagstones cut to fit snugly around
the foundations of whaling captain's homes,
and miles of beach-cobble roads are some of
Nantucket's notable heritage assets.
Authentic historic pavement is irreplaceable
today. Together with historic structures and
scenic beauty, historic pavement is part of
what makes Nantucket distinctive, for
residents and visitors alike.
Preservation in a Living Community
For the past 65 years, the Historic District
Commission (HDC), Nantucket's architectural
review board, has evaluated all changes to
structures that are visible from a public way.
The 1967 Historic District Commission
Guidebook eloquently describes the
challenge of stewarding a historic town that
must also grow and respond to community
needs:
What we are attempting to preserve is much more
than a scattering of old historic structures.…The
complicated problem is to maintain the beauty,
charm, and historical authenticity of the
community yet let it live and prosper with the
greatest possible individual freedom. While the law
gives the Commission power to enforce its
decisions, administration by force is undesirable
and usually unnecessary. We believe that an
understanding of the purpose, policy and goals of
the Historic Districts Commission will generate the
whole-hearted cooperation of everyone sincerely
concerned with the future of Nantucket.
Historic District Commission Guidebook, 1967

Nantucket's extraordinary commitment to
preserving not only the old structures but
also their authentic context is unusual.

source: Archepedia New England

This 1835 engraving of Faneuil Hall in Boston
(above) shows cobblestone pavement
with stone slab crosswalks of the exact sort
found on Nantucket's Main Street. Nantucket
was at the height of its prosperity in the
1840's, and like Boston would have equipped
its streets with the best materials and
technology of the time. Cobblestones and
historic crosswalks have since disappeared
from Faneuil Hall and other New England
cities.

Salvage yards like
this one in Rhode
Island re-sell
historic pavement
that has been torn
out of other New
England towns.

A Maintenance Challenge
That Nantucket's historic pavement has
endured is a testament to its strength and
quality. But today, much of Nantucket's
network of sidewalks and stone streets have
accumulated significant deferred
maintenance. Knowing how to identify,
maintain, and rehabilitate the Island's
unusual and increasingly rare historic
pavement has been a challenge for those
charged with also meeting transportation,
accessibility, and maintenance goals.
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THE PRESERVATION
GOAL
The Nantucket Historical Commission
developed these goals and guidelines to
assist the Town of Nantucket and elected
officials with planning for the management
of this important and often undervalued
historic resource.
The Historical Commission's goal regarding
management of historic pavement on
Nantucket is straightforward. It is:
To retain the authentic character of the
streets and sidewalks in the historic town.

Importantly, "historic" does not mean
crooked and full of tripping hazards.
Pavement acquires its historic character
from authentic materials and appropriate
maintenance, not from neglect.
"Character" is expressed by:
Authentic material from different time
periods including the mid-20th century.
Original form, shape and scale.
Original finish and pattern of wear.
Historic trees, street furniture, and
objects that have endured.

PRESERVATION
PLANNING FOR
HISTORIC PAVEMENT
The Town of Nantucket has an initiative
underway to improve the condition and
accessibility of its cobblestone roads and
historic sidewalks. This complicated project
calls for significant expenditures of time and
money to maintain, restore, and rehabilitate
our public walkways. It also calls for a
thoughtful approach if the historic goal is to
be achieved.
Preservation Methodology
The Historical Commission has defined a
methodology of preservation planning for
historic pavement maintenance. The
methodology draws on well-developed
fundamental principals of preservation: the
U.S. Department of the Interior Standards for
Work on historic properties; Nantucket's
Historic District Act; and a preservation
engineering report commissioned especially
for the purpose of developing these
guidelines. This methodology is summarized
in the six steps outlined below.

Preservation Planning for Historic Pavement Maintenance: Six Steps
1. Identify the appropriate site-specific Standard of Treatment
2. Identify historic material and special conditions at location
3. Align specification with the Guidelines for Work on Historic Resources
4. Align specification with Preservation Engineering Practices
5. Review changes to shape and material with NHC or HDC
6. Request MAAB / CMR 521 waivers as necessary
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1. SELECT THE
CORRECT STANDARD
OF TREATMENT
Sidewalks and streets in Nantucket's historic
areas are unique combinations of materials,
conditions, use requirements, and
constraints. Taken together, these qualities
represent the site condition of each location.
Maintaining Nantucket's historic streets and
sidewalks requires a specific assessment of
conditions and requirements at each site.
Selecting the correct approach to repair is a
fundamental first step in achieving a
desirable outcome.
U.S. Department of the Interior Standards
The U.S. Department of the Interior has
defined and established "standards of
treatment" that help project managers
communicate consistently and accurately
about a selected maintenance program for
historic resources. These standards are
explained on the chart below.
Determining the Standard of Treatment
Determining the appropriate standard of
treatment is a starting point for specifying

any work on heritage resources. Choosing
the wrong standard can result in
unnecessarily lifting historic sidewalks,
which erodes historic character through
breakage and loss of the finish and pattern
of wear.
For a sidewalk that is in good condition, the
treatment should be preservation, otherwise
known as basic maintenance. These
sidewalks should not be lifted and reset.
Restoration is appropriate for a sidewalk or
cobblestone road that has deteriorated or
been harmed to such an extent that
preservation maintenance is not sufficient.
A resource that no longer meets the
demands of use can be rehabilitated to
meet current needs.
A sidewalk or street that used to be historic
but has lost its original materials and
character can be reconstructed.
Note that "renovation" means making what
was old new through replacement, and is not
an appropriate treatment for a historic
resource.

THE FOUR STANDARDS OF TREATMENT FOR HISTORIC RESOURCES
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TREATMENT 1.A
PRESERVATION
Complete reconstruction of a sidewalk is
expensive, disruptive, and inevitably leads to
a loss of historic integrity and character due
to breakage, disruption of the site, and the
addition of new material. If a sidewalk or
stone street is in good overall condition, is
acceptably flat and accessible, and meets
use requirements, the correct treatment is
always preservation. Resources managed
under the preservation treatment require an
ongoing maintenance plan and spot repairs.
Below are some examples.
The sidewalk above is generally flat and
accessible but bricks have been displaced by
tree roots. A spot repair is required.

The sidewalk above is on a lightly used side
street and is generally flat. It is not
recommended to lift and reset this sidewalk.

Tree Roots
Problems with tree roots are common and
sidewalks near trees inevitably contort as
trees grow. Surface roots can be trimmed
under the supervision of a Certified Arborist.
Arborists consulted as part of this project
recommended excavating around tree roots
with an air spade in order to identify roots for
trimming. A more extensive approach could
replace compacted soil with a structural soil
product. Structural soils support traffic loads
while directing water and nutrients
downward. This encourages roots to grow
deep which prevents them from displacing
pavement.

The crosswalk shown at the right is a classic
Nantucket adaptation of a 19th century
crosswalk. Under the heritage tourism
initiative of the 1970s and early 1980s, old
flagstone crosswalks were set more widely
apart and brick was added to make them
more accessible. This walk is in good, flat,
accessible condition and should have been
preserved through appropriate
maintenance. However, this crosswalk was
replaced with a new brick crosswalk in 2018.
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TREATMENT 1.B
RESTORATION
When the sidewalk or stone street has
suffered years of inappropriate treatment or
neglect, it requires extensive repair.
Restoration is the appropriate treatment.
The historic crosswalk below is a street

artifact, not an accessible crosswalk. Both
photos show the same location, but the photo
on the right is from the 1980s, when the street
was well maintained. The photo on the left
was taken in 2018, and shows the lack of
maintenance and even loss of material. The
missing stone was found in the garden of a
nearby house.

Image by Robert Gambee reprinted with permission

Site Specific Planning
Restoration projects require detailed sitespecific planning by the Town.
Considerations include assessing the
condition of remaining material, sourcing
correct supplemental material as needed,
and lifting and rebuilding the walk or street.
It is especially important to follow the six
steps of preservation planning for historic
pavement maintenance when planning a
restoration.

Problems with tree roots are common and
sidewalks near trees inevitably contort as
trees grow. Surface roots can be trimmed
under the supervision of a Certified Arborist.
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TREATMENT 1.C
REHABILITATION
Rehabilitation means adapting a historic
resource to meet a new need. In the case of
historic pavement, this may mean adding
accessible ramps, or widening a sidewalk to
accommodate a greater amount of
pedestrian traffic or reduce the travel lane
for vehicles. It might also mean adding bike
paths.
Successful Rehabilitations
Successful rehabilitations are carefully
planned to adapt historic resources to new
uses without losing their historic character.
As with a restoration, it is especially
important to follow the preservation
planning methodology when rehabilitating a
historic sidewalk. The plan below shows
widening Main Street sidewalks and
constructing 16' wide bump-out in front

of the Pacific Club. Historic flagstone
crosswalks are removed and replaced with
new crosswalks in a modern shape. This plan
is a renovation, because little of the old
scale, shape, or material is saved.
Reconstruction
Unfortunately, a large portion of this plan
was implemented without consideration of
historic material. The historic character of
the streetscape was negatively impacted
and the area is now a candidate for a
different Standard of Treatment:
reconstruction. Reconstruction is employed
when a historic resource has been destroyed
but enough information about what it
looked like is available in order to achieve an
accurate reconstruction. A reconstructed
sidewalk is no longer an authentic historic
sidewalk, but may contain historic material
and is faithful to the original.

DOWNTOWN SIDEWALK IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Renovation means "to make new" and is
not an appropriate treatment for
historic resources.
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2. IDENTIFY HISTORIC MATERIAL AT THE SITE
What follows are some examples of historic pavement and street features. This is not a complete list. The
Historical Commission can assist with identifying historic pavement in the field. The Preservation Institute
Nantucket and the Nantucket Preservation Trust are undertaking a study of historic pavement and will
deliver a geo-located database in 2022. The study is funded by the Community Preservation Act.

1

2

3

4

1. Early 19th century schist curbstones, individually carved with steam driven tools. 2. Distinctive markers and
plaques. 3. 20th century split faced granite curbstones. 4. Adaptations that have endured over time, like these
tree-wells. Concrete curbing (on tree at right) should only be removed if it is failing. Mid-century concrete is a
historic material which, if functioning and in good condition, should be preserved. Large trees are protected.

1

4

2

5

3
1. Carved stone drainage channels
and wide flagstone sidewalks.
2. These flagstones are not an
accessible crosswalk but should
be restored and maintained as a
street artifact. 3. Bollards. Not all
bollards are historic. Age can be
determined from examination and
historic photos. 4. Beach cobbles.
5. Flagstone and brick crosswalks.
Some brick is historic and all
should be reused.

3. THE GUIDELINES
FOR WORK ON
HISTORIC
RESOURCES
The Guidelines for work on historic
resources were developed by the U.S.
Secretary of The Interior. They are commonsense historic preservation principals in nontechnical language. The Guidelines, along
with the Standards of Treatment, promote
best practices and help preserve our nation's
irreplaceable cultural resources. The
Nantucket Historical Commission has
adapted The Guidelines for specific
application to historic pavement.

planned so the historic design is still
apparent. Importantly, The Guidelines are
silent as to whether traditional or modern
methods are used in the restoration project.
Whatever the method, the important thing is
to preserve the historic material and
character of the site.
A Preservation Mindset
Taking the time to understand The Standards
and The Guidelines will help project
managers develop a preservation mindset.
This is especially important when caring for a
National Historic Landmark notable for the
quality of its historic structures in their
authentic context. It's a matter of civic pride
and National heritage.

The Guidelines are straight-forward.
Materials that have endured over time and
still serve their purpose are respected and
left in place. When a rehabilitation calls for
additions and changes, these changes are

THE GUIDELINES FOR WORK ON HISTORIC STRUCTURES
1. Historic material is documented and retained in its original location. Historic
character (materials, finishes, shapes and scale) is retained.
2. Material is repaired and reused, rather than replaced.
3. Where replacement and addition is required, material is sourced from salvage or
new, to match existing in size, color, and finish.
4. Do not create a false sense of history by removing features that have endured and
acquired significance, or adding faux-historic features. New features should be
distinguishable from the old.
5. Additions and alterations should be minimal and compatible with the historic
character and should not erase the historic material or form. Changes should be
reversible, without harm or loss of the historic material.
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WHAT TO AVOID
Historic pavement is an often overlooked and under-appreciated heritage resource. When the
incorrect Standard is applied or The Guidelines are not followed, historic character will be
eroded because of the removal and breakage of the resource, or application of inappropriate
designs. The photos below show a few such unfortunate projects that should be approached
differently in the future.
Incorrect treatment, eventual loss of historic material
This site at Fair Street and Judith Chase Lane was in good condition and did not
require the reconstruction it received. Curbs should have a 3-4" reveal, but these
curbstones were reset nearly flush with the street. This is inappropriate aesthetically
and functionally. Old curbs are typically shallower than what is called for in modern
specifications. If the historic curb is not accounted for in plans, contractors will
"make do" in the field, which is likely what happened here. Future paving will raise
the level of the street and overwhelm the curbs, which are now set in concrete.

Inappropriate shape
This bump-out at the corner of Cambridge and Easy Street was constructed for
traffic control. Bump outs like this are not compatible with the Old Historic District
and should not be used. Planners should work with the HDC or NHC to create
solutions with scale, form, and materials that are appropriate for the historic town.
See Guideline 5.

Inappropriate design, material
Stone walks should be dry set, not set in a wide margin of mortar. Handicapped
access to the adjacent building was achieved but the bi-level walk creates a falling
hazard. Planners should work with the Commission on Disabilities and the HDC
when adapting sidewalks for access. If it is desirable to raise a sidewalk, planners
should consider whether it is also necessary to raise the street. For this reason and
others it is advantageous to consider rehabilitation or restoration of sidewalks and
the street simultaneously.

Inappropriate design, historic material removed
This important and sensitive location was renovated and is now a candidate for
historic reconstruction. The original schist curbs were removed to widen the
sidewalk next to the Pacific Club. A better approach would have been to leave these
curbs in place, and extend the sidewalk on the other side of them (see Guideline 4
and 5). The width of the sidewalk - it was extended from 5' to 10.5 feet -- should have
been reviewed with the HDC. The old flagstone crosswalks should not have been
removed.
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4. ALIGN PROJECT
SPECIFICATION WITH
PRESERVATION
ENGINEERING
PRACTICES
We know from contemporary reports that for
approximately 40 years in the 20th century,
Nantucket considered her cobblestone roads
to be renewable, sustainable, "practically
maintenance free," and a better investment
than bituminous concrete. But today, laying
cobblestones is a lost art. Portions of Main
Street are in an expensive 9-year cycle of ruin
and repair. Some have suggested
cobblestone roads are not up to the
demands of modern traffic.

the Northeast, and has particular experience
in historic pavement.
The SGH study is included in this report and
offers valuable analysis, knowledge, and
recommendations for restoring historic stone
streets and sidewalks so they will meet the
needs of our community for many years to
come.
Test Sites and Specifications
The report recommends the Town develop
preservation engineering specifications and a
"solution toolkit" for common problems.
Developing the specifications will require
building and and monitoring test sites in real
conditions over several seasons.

Understanding Cobblestone Roads
Developing a sophisticated understanding of
load bearing capacity of a cobblestone road
and how it is constructed is fundamental to
any lasting restoration effort.

1.

2.

Thanks to the generosity of individuals who
1.
contributed
to the Keep Nantucket Real
project fund at the Community Foundation
for Nantucket, funds were available for a
Preservation Engineering Study. CFN
retained engineering firm Simpson,
Gumpertz & Heger (SGH). Work was
performed by Matthew Bronski, a licensed
engineer and architect who began his career
working as a highway engineer for the
Massachusetts Department of
Transportation. Mr. Bronski has consulted on
the preservation of historic masonry across

THE NANTUCKET HISTORICAL COMMISSION
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1. Cobblestones bedded in compacted stone
dust hold water, leading to frost heaving and
pot holes.
2. Stones must be oblong and set vertically.
Stones set on their flat sides will dislodge. If
stones are not set vertically and closely
together, fewer stones fit in the road.
3. Piles of stone dust on Main Street after
2020 repaving and patching.
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KEY PRESERVATION ENGINEERING OBSERVATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Cobblestone roads are sustainable and

Spherical stones should be avoided because

renewable.

they are prone to popping loose, especially
under the wheels of turning vehicles.

A properly designed and constructed
cobblestone road is strong and suitable for

Curbs require a strong support to resist

modern loads including truck traffic,

turning over, but a u-shaped concrete

provided the base and subbase are

"saddle" holds water and should not be used.

compacted and sufficiently deep.

Rather, set historic curbs on crushed stone,
with concrete reinforcers on either side.

Cobblestone bedding material must be
specified for a balance between

Historic curbs should be set with a sacrificial

compatibility, cohesion, and permeability. A

barrier, such as simple craft paper, between

cobblestone road has the benefit of being

the curb and the concrete to prevent

somewhat permeable, allowing rainwater to

adhesion and allow for re-use.

drain back into the ground and reducing the
volume of water collecting in catch basins.

Restoration and rehabilitation of a sidewalk
should be planned together with restoration

The current practice of setting cobblestones

of the street, in order to allow for overall,

in stone dust is not recommended, because

comprehensive, and integrated solutions to

most stone dust used in paving does not

accessibility, tree maintenance, and historic

drain well, thus rendering the paving more

goals.

susceptible to puddles, frost heaving, and
potholes.

Testing materials, and constructing and
evaluating several adjacent test strips across

Developing a specification and supply of

the full roadway, over several seasons, is

appropriate bedding material is critical to

recommended as a next step in developing a

success. Historically, Nantucket's native

plan for restoration and ongoing

"dirty sand," which is a natural combination

maintenance of cobblestone roads.

of sand and clay, was used to bed
cobblestones. Sand deposits contain varying

Sidewalk situations are varied and site-

amounts of clay and fines depending on

specific. Nantucket should develop a

geology and storage. Analysis and testing of

"toolkit" of potential options and design

potential bedding material including native

solutions.

sand is recommended as a priority.
The shape of the stone is important.

from SGH report Preservation Engineering Study

Cobblestones suitable for roads are oblong

on Historic Cobblestone Street Paving

and set vertically in the bedding material, in

September 24, 2020

contact with surrounding stones.
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5. REVIEW CHANGES
TO SHAPE AND
MATERIAL WITH THE
NHC OR HDC
Chapter 395 of the Acts of 1970 designated
all of Nantucket as a Historic District. The
Historic District Commission was
established to review and approve "the
appropriateness of the architectural features
of buildings or structures whenever such
exterior features are subject to view from [a
public way]." The Act defines a structure as
"a combination of materials other than a
building, including, but not limited to ...a
driveway or walk...." The Act excepts from
review ordinary maintenance and work
required for public safety.
Whenever a change of sidewalks and paving
shape, scale, or material is proposed in the
Old Historic District or Sconset Old Historic
District, the DPW or other project manager
should submit the proposed changes to one
of the two municipal preservation
commissions (NHC or HDC) for review and
comment prior to finalizing the design.

6. REQUEST MAAB
WAIVERS AS
NECESSARY
The Massachusetts Architectural Access
Board (MAAB) issues regulations in order to
make public buildings and facilities
accessible to, functional for, and safe for use
by persons with disabilities. These
regulations, which are listed as Section 521
of the Code of Massachusetts Regulations,
define accessibility standards. In the case of
public sidewalks, CMR 521 defines the
minimum width and maximum allowed
slopes of sidewalks, as well as requirements
for curb cuts and acceptable changes in
level. Whenever a sidewalk is altered, which
includes any repair, it is supposed to be
brought in line with CMR 521.

THE NANTUCKET HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Accessibility in Historic Towns
Accessible sidewalks are a goal of every
community, but it is not practical,
affordable, or even possible to eliminate all
pinch-points or match required cross slopes
when a 150 year old tree or a 200 year old
building is in the way. Municipal liability is
limited under MGL Chapter 84 Section 15. It
would be equally unacceptable for a town
to neglect sidewalk maintenance and create
a public safety hazard, because full
compliance with CMR 521 was financially
prohibitive or impossible.
A Team Effort
For major sidewalk reconstruction projects
that cannot comply with CMR 521 because
of the historic setting, Nantucket seeks
MAAB waivers. The Nantucket Commission
on Disabilities (COMDIS) and the NHC are
important consulting commissions in this
process. The MAAB relies on the local
COMDIS to ensure that the needs of
disabled people in the community are being
adequately met. The NHC can request the
Massachusetts Historical Commission's
support regarding waiver applications for
preservation purposes. For these reasons,
project managers should review sidewalk
accessibility concerns and conflicts with the
COMDIS and NHC.

The current
version of CMR
521 (2006) does
not require the
use of tactile
warning pads.

The current version of CMR 521 (2006) does
not require the use of tactile warning pads
at crosswalks. These optional "pads" are not
historic.
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Community Foundation Nantucket
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RE: Keep Nantucket Real
Project Fund
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24 September 2020

Ms. Margaretta Andrews
Executive Director
Community Foundation Nantucket
9B Bayberry Court
P.O. Box 204
Nantucket, MA 02554
RE: Keep Nantucket Real Project Fund
Project 200702 – Preservation Engineering Study of Historic Cobblestone Street Paving
Dear Ms. Andrews:
Please find attached our preservation engineering study report on the historic cobblestone street
paving on Nantucket. I truly hope that you and many others on the island will find it helpful in
preserving and maintaining this remarkably significant and beautiful historic resource for
generations to come.
Sincerely yours,

Matthew B. Bronski, P.E.
Principal
MA License Number 52573
I:\BOS\Projects\2020\200702.00-COBL\WP\001MBBronski-L-200702.00.amb.docx
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1.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.1

General

The cobblestone paving on Main Street, as well as Cobblestone Hill, Stone Alley, India Street,
Liberty Street, and Ash Street, are a character-defining feature of the historic center of Nantucket.
They are among the few extant examples of cobble paving (as opposed to stone setts, stone
flags, or stone slabs) on public streets in Massachusetts.

Figure 1 – Overview of Cobblestone Street Paving on Upper Main Street.
The general background information below on the history and maintenance of Nantucket’s
cobblestone streets is summarized from the article from Archipedia1 “A Cobblestone Gathers No
Moss” (Appendix A).
•

Main Street and surrounding streets were originally paved with cobblestones around
1836, possibly as early as 1834. The original stones selected for use as paving were
oblong, with flat tops. They were installed over unpaved streets that had been spread
over with sand, to control mud.

•

The streets were generally durable and little disturbed until the turn of the century, when
a series of below-grade infrastructure improvements (e.g., installation of vitrified pipe)
began, necessitating digging up the streets and resetting the cobblestones. This resulted
in a cycle of increased potholes, maintenance, repairs, and complaints. Circa 1919 to
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1920, some consideration was given to paving over a wide swath of Main Street, as was
done to some other cobblestone streets on Nantucket, but strong opposition saved the
cobblestone paving.
•

From roughly 1931 to 1973, the cobblestone paving on Nantucket entered a renaissance
period, with a small group of skilled craftsmen, including Antone Sylvia (who immigrated
to the US in his teens from the Azore Islands, where cobblestone paving is common)
and later Thomas McGrath Sr., executing the maintenance and repair work on the
streets, and extending the cobblestone paving along Main Street. During this
renaissance period, Nantucket was proud that its cobblestones streets were less
expensive to repair and maintain than bituminous concrete (aka asphalt (sic) or blacktop)
streets. Comparisons of the town expenditures for maintenance and repair of
cobblestone streets versus bituminous concrete streets from roughly 1947 to 1957
support these claims.

•

Regarding the materials and procedures for setting cobblestones during this renaissance
period of skilled craftsmen and low maintenance, The Charleston Evening Post
interviewed mason Tom McGrath (Jr.) and Superintendent of Streets Michael Driscoll in
a 1967 article titled, “Yankees Conquer Cobblestones.” The article includes the following
information:
•

•

Tom McGrath
tells me that the proper bed for cobblestones is 3 to 4 inches of
“dirty sand,“ i.e., sand with sufficient fine powdered material so that it will hold
together when squeezed, but the mixture should not become muddy when
wet . Driscoll says they have no problems with freezes. Water drains right
through the sand before it freezes. The only problem is occasionally a motorist
spinning a wheel and flipping out a stone. He says, however, that it is no more
than a 15-minute job to replace a few like that and really the only trick is to put
the most pointed end down. In other words, get the stone sunk as deep as
possible into the dirty sand base with a relatively small area of each stone on the
surface. This he says is much better than skimping on stones and having the
largest side lying flat on top of the ground.

Since the unexpected passing of Thomas McGrath Jr. in 1973, without a successor,
history has repeated itself in the period from 1974 to the present, and Nantucket’s
cobblestone streets have again entered a problematic period similar to that of 1900 to
1930. Since 1974, Nantucket has again been in a repeated cycle of digging up the
cobblestone streets for infrastructure and utility improvements, resetting or relaying
them, and having stones dislodge, potholes occur, complaints occur, etc. The last major
campaign of new stone paving on Nantucket occurred in 1980, when North Water Street
was repaved with Belgian block (rectangular stone pavers, roughly brick-sized), and
India Street and South Water Street from India to Main were paved with cobblestones.
•

[N.B. – Multiple people I have spoken with on Nantucket have mentioned that
during some of the cobblestone removal and resetting work attendant to utility
and infrastructure improvements during this period, many cobbles were left over
at the conclusion of the project, despite the area of paving being unchanged. This
struck people as curious: If the surface area is the same, how could so many
cobbles be left over from simply removing and resetting cobbles? This issue is
further discussed below.]
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•

After years of these cycles, there is a question of whether the cobblestone paving is
viable and practical, or whether it is simply an outdated technology or lost art—and an
inevitable maintenance headache unsuited for modern traffic—as compared to more
common contemporary use of bituminous concrete (aka “asphalt”) paving. Similarly,
there are calls to preserve the cobblestone streets, and rediscover the lost art and craft
of installing and maintaining them in a manner that makes them highly durable and low
maintenance, as during the renaissance period of Nantucket’s cobblestone streets from
roughly 1931 to 1973.

Toward this broad goal of rediscovering the best practices and materials for maintaining,
repairing, and rehabilitating Nantucket’s historic cobblestone streets, with a focus on durability
and low maintenance, Simpson Gumpertz & Heger Inc. (SGH) was retained by the Community
Foundation for Nantucket, to conduct this preservation engineering study of the cobblestone
street paving along Main Street. The specific objectives of this study are further described below.
1.2

Study Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to provide a preservation engineering assessment of the
technical issues and best practices concerning the installation, rehabilitation, and maintenance of
cobblestone streets that addresses the following issues:
•

Are cobblestone streets technically viable today, or do contemporary vehicle loads
(including the types of trucks common on Nantucket) make this an obsolete technology
incapable of meeting contemporary demands?

•

Is it possible to reduce required maintenance and improve durability of the cobblestone
streets, especially the tendency of stones to become dislodged from the pavement?

•

If so, what are best practices (drawing from both local sources and relevant sources
abroad), including materials and methods for installing, rehabilitating, and maintaining a
durable cobblestone street?

•

Are cobblestone streets able to withstand contemporary vehicular loads?

•

Would paving streets in bituminous concrete (similar to other modern streets), then
installing cobblestones over the bituminous concrete perhaps improve the durability of
the cobblestone street?

•

Can the historic curbstones be reset and reused? Discuss their ability to resist loads
versus preservation concerns for preventing damage and allowing for future resetting
and reuse.

As a secondary objective, comment to the extent possible on how to approach balancing the
multiple issues and considerations (e.g., accessibility, historic, transportation, etc.) that are
sometimes at odds in developing optimal designs and procedures for repairing or rehabilitating
the sidewalks along Main Street.
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2.

SUMMARY FINDINGS

2.1

Cobblestone Street Paving

Materials and Installation Details on Nantucket
From my review of available literature and documents, the materials, details, and procedures for
installing cobblestone street paving on Nantucket has varied considerably over time, as
summarized below.
Circa 1836 to 1899: This was the period of the original construction of the cobblestone roads,
and the first “golden” period of generally durable and relatively low maintenance cobblestone
streets. While technical information on the details of construction in this period is not abundant,
the Archipedia article “A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss” reports that the original stones selected
for use as paving were oblong, with flat tops, and that they were installed over unpaved streets
that had been spread over with sand, to control mud.
While this information is not extensive, it does include some key pieces of technical information:
•

The stones were set in sand. Given the period, it is safe to assume this would have been
local sand.

•

The stones were selected carefully for use in paving, based on their size and shape. In
other words, the early road builders on Nantucket did not randomly pick up any stone on
the beach for use as street paving. The key criteria were the oblong shape, and the flat
top. The oblong shape would have allowed the stones to be driven vertically into the
sand.

•

I observed several small areas of flat-topped, closely spaced, apparently vertically
oriented cobbles on lower Main Street that appear to match this description (Figure 2).
Generally these areas of flat-topped cobbles appear in excellent condition, with few if
any dislodged pavers, and with the tops of the pavers relatively even and the street
surface relatively smooth as compared to other eras of cobblestone paving, but where
the top surface is still predominantly stone rather than setting material.
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Figure 2 – Overview Flat-Topped Pavers on Lower Main Street.
Circa 1900 to 1930: This was a period of repeated cycles of digging up the cobblestone streets
to install buried utilities and infrastructure (e.g., gas, water, and sewer lines), repairing or relaying
them, and frustrations with disrepair and potholes. I did not review any specific information on the
details, materials, or procedures during this period of upheaval and disrepair. However, the
accounts summarized in “A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss” suggest that installation issues and
lack of knowledge and experience in setting cobblestone were likely primary contributors to the
problems:
•

During this period, both on Nantucket and elsewhere in the United States, installation of
stone paved streets became less common, as the general technology and construction
trend shifted to bituminous concrete. Thus, workers skilled and highly experienced in the
proper setting of cobblestones became increasingly rare over this thirty-year period.

•

After a major excavation in 1926, the cobbles were reset in frozen ground that was poorly
graded, resulting in a poor-quality installation with hollows in the street.

•

In 1930, Water Company president Frank Gifford was determined to repair the
cobblestone on Main Street properly after the installation of a new water main. However,
multiple island contractors who had once installed cobblestone paving, but had since
shifted their work to bituminous concrete paving, declined the job, prompting Gifford to
remark that laying cobbles was a “lost art.”

Circa 1931 to 1973: This was a renaissance period of durable, well-constructed,
low-maintenance cobblestone roads on Nantucket, with a succession of a few skilled and
experienced workers (e.g., Antone Sylvia, Thomas McGrath Sr., Tom McGrath Jr.) maintaining
the cobblestone streets in good condition, and extending them along Main Street. During this
period Nantucket touted the durability and low maintenance costs of their cobblestone streets, as
compared to their bituminous concrete paved streets, and even extended the cobblestone paving
along Main Street. The best descriptions of the materials, details, and installation procedures are
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from the 1947 Charleston Evening Post article that interviewed mason Tom McGrath and
Superintendent of Streets Michael Driscoll, the key technical points of which I summarize below:
•

Cobblestones were set vertically, with the smaller and more pointed end down, in a
setting bed of 3 to 4 in. of “dirty sand,” and driven as deeply as possible. Do not set the
cobbles with the largest side lying flat on the surface.

•

The dirty sand should have sufficient fines such that it will hold together when squeezed,
but not so large an amount of fines that it becomes muddy when wet. This amount of
fines in the sand allows water to drain promptly through it, such that water does not
accumulate in or freeze in the “dirty sand” setting bed, thus frost heave problems are
avoided.

I understand that the native soil in many areas of Nantucket is a “dirty” sand, i.e., a sand that
includes fines such as silt and clay. I observed some of this native sand where a hole was being
dug at a house under renovation on upper Main Street, near the corner of Ray’s Court. When I
squeezed a handful of this native, freshly dug “dirty sand” in my hand, it held its shape (Figure 3),
as described by Tom McGrath as the preferred sand for setting cobbles in the 1947 Charleston
Evening Post article.

Figure 3 – Freshly-dug Native “Dirty Sand” at a Property on Upper Main Street.
Circa 1974 to Present: This was a period similar to that of 1900 to 1931, with multiple buried
infrastructure improvement projects requiring that the cobblestone streets be repeatedly dug up
and repaired or reinstalled—but not apparently well or durably—and with many complaints of
potholes, disrepair, and high maintenance costs. During this period, again similar to 1900 to 1931,
there was great difficulty finding contractors skilled and experienced in setting cobblestone
streets, with some people thinking of this work as possibly a lost art. Similar to the prior dark
period of 1900 to 1931, observations of improper installation in the streets themselves, in this
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case installing cobbles on the flat rather than vertical, lend credence to the idea that installation
techniques and workmanship were a key contributor to the problems. Details and specifications
for the work of this period are summarized below:
Circa 1980s: The c. 1980s Nantucket specification is a letter-sized format that includes both
technical specification language, as well as details (Appendix B). The document is undated, but
reportedly from the 1980s, which appears consistent with the graphics. Both the written technical
language and the detail are consistent in calling for the cobbles to be set in a stone dust setting
bed, with a sand/cement mixture at the surface. The detail showing the cobblestone setting (which
appears twice, as Plate No. 8 and Plate No. 14) shows a depth of 9 in. minimum and 12 in.
maximum, with all but the top 3 in. of each cobble (6 in. to 9 in.) embedded in the stone dust
(Figure 4).
The materials section of the c. 1980s specification further clarifies that:
•

The cobbles shall be granite, of fairly uniform size, and shall be similar to existing
cobblestones on downtown streets.

•

The stone dust shall be fine, with a gradation (particle size distribution) as follows:
•
•
•

100% passing the No. 4 sieve,
90% passing the No. 50 sieve, and
65% passing the No. 200 sieve.

The procedures section of the c. 1980s written specifications further clarifies that:
•

The cobbles shall be oriented vertically, and rammed by hand into place, with each
cobble touching another cobble.

•

The cobbles shall be tamped and compacted with a mechanical plate compactor.

•

The surface dressing, consisting of a mixture of one part cement to three parts sand
(a material often called “dry-pack mortar,” though that term is not used on this
specification) shall be swept into place, fogged, and compacted with a plate compacted,
then the joints reswept and refilled, repeating the process for up to five days until all joints
are full and compacted for up to five days.
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Figure 4 – Detail from c. 1980s Nantucket Specification (Appendix B).
•

One key observation regarding the detail above is that the setting course in the joints
between cobbles is shown as installed generally flush with the crown (uppermost point)
of each adjacent cobble, rather than recessed below the crown as would be more
traditional for a round-topped cobble. This has both technical and aesthetic implications.
•

•

On the technical side, it makes the roadway surface smoother, both for
pedestrians and vehicles, yet it makes it more difficult to retain the dressing
material in the joints, as each downward pointing triangle seen above in section
is a cone shape in three dimensions that is not geometrically retained by the
stones, and thus is very prone to dislodge (if a hardened materials like mortar),
or scatter (if a loose fill material). By contrast, the setting bed material below the
maximum circumference of the cobbles tends to be geometrically retained by the
stones, and thus is not very prone to being dislodged or scattered.
On the aesthetic side, cobble pavement set in this manner looks smoother and
more planar, but with a great deal more of the dressing material exposed, and
relatively less of the stones exposed. This appears less like a series of individual
stones set closely together, and appears more like a lot of setting material, with
isolated stones in it that do not appear in contact with each other at the exposed
surface.

Circa 2014: The c. 2014 Nantucket DPW specification (Appendix C) is an updated version of the
1980s specification and details described above. The vast majority of the details, materials, and
procedures remain the same. The detail showing cobblestone paving, Still Plates No. 8 and
No. 14, is unchanged from 2008 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 – Detail from c. 2014s Nantucket Specification (Appendix C).
Today – Current and Recent Documents and Practice: The recent Nantucket DPW drawings
prepared by Stantec for the pedestrian ramp at #86 Main Street, show a detail for pervious
cobblestone pavement, with the existing cobblestones removed and reset in 3 in. sand, over a
base of 6 in. dense crushed stone, over a subbase of 8 in. of gravel borrow (Figure 6). This detail
does not specifically call out a separate “dressing” material between the stones at the top surface,
thus, based on the detail, that surface dressing material (for that particular detail and project)
would presumably be the same as the 3 in. sand bed immediately below. The surface dressing
material in the joints between cobbles is shown as installed generally flush with the crown
(uppermost point) of each adjacent cobble (Figure 6), rather than recessed below the crown.

Figure 6 – Detail from Recent (c. 2020) Stantec Drawings for Main Street Construction.
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•

Although neither the Stantec detail above, nor the c. 2008 and the c. 2014 Nantucket
specifications and details indicate a surface dressing of stone dust (the Stantec details
indicates sand, and the 2008 and 2014 town details indicate a cement/sand mixture),
multiple people in the town familiar with the roadway work in recent years have told me
that the common practice on Nantucket for many years has been to use stone dust rather
than these other materials for the top dressing course of the cobble stone paving.

•

The Annual Roadwork Bid Specification for the Town of Nantucket, from which I received
excerpts, does call for stone dust as the top dressing course for cobblestones. This
appears to be the likely specification which has steered the actual practice on Nantucket
of using both a setting bed and a top dressing course of stone dust. Under Item 704.2 –
Remove and Reset Miscellaneous Roadway Surface Treatments (Bricks, Cobbles,
Belgian Blocks), that specification reads:
•

•

Cobblestones shall be carefully laid on a stone dust setting bed as shown on the
plans, and shall be solidly rammed in position by hand. The cobblestones shall
be set with the long axis of each stone vertical to the roadway surface. The
cobblestones shall be set such that each cobblestone is touching another
cobblestone. The cobblestones shall be compacted and tamped with a
mechanical plate compactor or by another method approved by the Director or
his/her designee. After a sufficient area of pavement has been laid, the pavement
surface shall be tested with a 10-foot straight edge and laid parallel with the
centerline and any variations exceeding 1/2 inch shall be corrected and brought
to proper grade. Any stones that become cracked during these procedures shall
be removed and replaced.
The cobblestones shall be swept with stone dust and fogged with water. The
pavement surface shall be vibrated with a lightweight plate compactor to insure
compaction between the joints. Additional joint filler of stone dust shall be
uniformly distributed as necessary to fill all of the voids. The process shall be
repeated for a minimum of five days until all the joints are full.

Engineering Classification of Pavement Systems
In engineering literature, vehicular paving systems tend to be broadly classified into two
main categories:
•

Flexible paving systems, such as bituminous concrete (often called “asphalt” by
laypersons), that can flex and deform under traffic loads or to accommodate movement
such as settlement of substrates.

•

Rigid paving systems, such as reinforced cement concrete, which are extremely stiff and
rigid and typically do not flex or deform under traffic loads or to accommodate movement
such as settlement of substrates.

“Unbound” cobblestone paving such as that on Nantucket (cobblestone paving with loose granular
fill in the joints and bedding layer, not hardened mortar or concrete) tends to behave as a hybrid,
exhibiting some qualities of both rigid and flexible pavements:
•

The granite cobblestone material itself has a hardness, stiffness, and strength much
greater than that of the cementitious concrete used in roadway construction, thus the
cobbles are extremely stiff.
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•

However, the granular fill joints between the cobbles are flexible and allow the pavement
system as a whole (cobblestones and granular fill/setting bed materials) to flex to
gradually change shape under traffic loads, or to accommodate movement such as
settlement of substrates.

Applied Loads, Forces, and Behavior
Vehicular loads apply significant loads and forces to all pavement types. Given the significance
of these loads, some methods for installing stone cobbles or pavers that may work well for
pedestrian-only loadings (such as walks and patios) simply will not prove durable under vehicular
traffic. Some of the more significant loads and forces imparted:
•

Applied vertical loading and compressive stresses, from vehicle mass acting vertically
downward on the pavement system (all layers, including the base, subbase, etc.).

•

Applied horizontal loading, acting approximately parallel or sub-parallel to the surface,
imparting shear stresses in the pavement from vehicles braking when approaching a
stop sign, etc. Over time, braking loads often cause rutting (trough-like depressions
along wheel lines) in bituminous concrete pavement.

•

Applied torque (twisting) loading, acting in a circular manner on the paving surface, from
turning wheels under the weight of the vehicle imparting torsional stresses to the
pavement (further discussed below).

Comparing the paving surfaces, given that the compressive strength of the granite cobblestones
(approximately 30,000 psi) is roughly six times greater than that of cement concrete (roughly
4,000 – 5,000 psi), and that bituminous concrete in turn has a far lower compressive strength than
cement concrete, the wearing surface of the granite cobbles themselves is well suited to
accommodating the heavy wheel loads of trucks. As all paving surfaces transmit the loads
described above to the underlying base and subbase, all three pavements (whether concrete,
bituminous concrete, or cobblestone), rely on dense, well-compacted base and subbase materials
to successfully accommodate these wheel loads. Of the three, bituminous concrete would tend to
rely the most on the subbase and base layers to accommodate truck loads because it is the most
flexible of these three pavements.
The greatest concern with respect to cobblestone pavement behaving differently than bituminous
pavement or concrete pavement under vehicular loads is the vulnerability of cobbles to becoming
loose and displaced on the surface of the street, not only creating a need for maintenance, but
also creating a gap where previously adjacent cobblestones lack the lateral bracing previously
provided by the missing stone; they can now more easily come loose and be displaced. The
conditions most likely to create this scenario are:
•

The applied torque (i.e., twisting force) from wheels turning, especially when the vehicle
is stationary, and the full weight of each front wheel is sustained by a few stones or even
by a single stone. The situation of a wheel being turned while a vehicle is stationary often
occurs during parallel parking.

•

If the stones sustaining these applied torque forces are in direct contact with adjacent
stones, the adjacent stones, and the additional stones adjacent to those stones, will
share the load and help brace the subject stone to prevent it from twisting loose.
However, if the stones sustaining the torque forces are not in direct contact with
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surrounding stones, the surrounding stones will not share the load, and the stones
directly sustaining the torque forces will be more vulnerable to being twisted loose.
•

Additionally, the deeper the stones are driven into the ground, the more capable they are
of resisting these forces. Consequently, oblong cobblestones are better suited than
roughly spherical cobblestones to being set in a durable way as oblong stones
(e.g., potato shaped) stones can be driven deeply into the ground, like a pile supporting
a foundation, with a large below-grade surface area below grade (to transfer shear to the
setting material and adjacent stones) in comparison to the surface area at grade that can
be loaded by a vehicle wheel.

•

Cobbles that are not oblong but are closer to spherical simply are not well suited to
stable, durable setting in granular materials such as sand, dirty sand, or stone dust.
Roughly spherical cobbles should not be selected when choosing paving stones, and
should be weeded out and not used when resetting existing cobblestone paving. Simply
put, cobblestones selected for paving should be oblong (roughly potato shaped), not
spherical (roughly cantaloupe shaped). Many of the cobbles that I saw completely
dislodged were roughly spherical (Figure 7).

Figure 7 – Dislodged, Roughly Spherical Cobbles.
•

Cobblestones installed “on the flat” (with width greater than depth) are highly prone to
being dislodged by traffic, especially by the torque imparted by turning wheels. Setting
cobbles on the flat when they had previously been installed vertically may explain the
previous reports of many cobblestones being left over when the cobblestones were
removed and reinstalled on certain streets in decades past, because the surface
coverage is significantly greater when stones are set “on the flat” rather than
installed vertically, thus far fewer of the same oblong stones are needed to cover a given
surface area when they installed on the flat as compared to when they are installed
vertically.
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Key Findings from Technical Literature Search on Stone Paving
•

In the Czech paper “The Issue of Cobbled Roadways,” presented at the Seventeenth
International Multidisciplinary Scientific Geoconference SGEM 2017, Associate
Professor Ivana Mahldova of VSB –Technical University of Ostrava, Czech Republic2,
notes the following regarding the movement and failures of flat-topped pavers (e.g.,
Belgian block):
•

•
•
•

Over time, the granular material filling the joints between the block pavers can
wash out, leaving the surface of the paving not resistant enough against the
movements and rotations of the cobbled surface due to the horizontal and shear
forces induced by the passing wheel of vehicles.
Consequently, unfilled surface gaps can result in the movement of block pavers.
Thus, routine maintenance in refilling washed-out or lost material at surface joints
is important to preventing movement and displacement of block pavers.

In the 2019 English paper “Setts and the City: Cobbles, setts, and the historic
townscape,”3 Architect and town planner focusing on urban design practice Colin Davis
describes technical lessons learned in resetting rounded stone cobbles in the street at
Radcliffe Square, at the center of historic Oxford, England.
•

•

The surface was laid more than 150 years ago, but by the 1960s was in disrepair
as the stone cobbles became dislodged in areas and potholes occurred. Once a
cobble became dislodged, the surrounding cobbles became unstable, and
potholes quickly grew. To mitigate the problem of potholes rapidly progressing in
size, unsympathetic repairs utilized bituminous concrete or cement concrete.
With the restoration that began in 2005, care was taken to prepare test samples
of materials and their installation to determine the optimal approach.
Consequently, the approach that was successfully implemented stressed the
importance of:
•
Utilizing various layers of well-compacted granular base and subbase to
accommodate traffic loads.
•
Installing the cobbles vertically, driven down into the setting material, very
tightly spaced and in contact with adjacent cobbles, so that the visible
surface is primarily stones, with relatively little dressing material. It further
stressed the technical and aesthetic drawbacks of spacing out the stones
so they are not in direct contact with adjacent stones, creating the
appearance of cobbles “appearing to float in a sea of mortar, like
icebergs” (Figure 8 ).
•
The topmost layer at the surface (Layer 7 in Figure 9), above the
maximum circumference of the cobbles, referred to as a “hoggin” top
dressing, was a locally sourced material consisting of a mixture of clay,
sand, and gravel.
•
Service trenches were installed in the paving to allow service pipes and
cables to be accessed and repaired or replaced by lifting designated
stone slabs along a designated trench, and not by digging up the rounded
cobbles.
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Figure 8 – Example of “Sea of Icebergs” Visual Effect.
Visible at a localized area on Main Street, Nantucket.

Figure 9 – Successful Solution Implemented at Radcliffe Square, Oxford, England.
Left, section detail showing tightly spaced vertical cobbles in contact with each other.
Right, the implemented solution, just before the “hoggin” surface dressing was applied.
•

In the 2019 Italian paper “Stone pavement materials and construction methods in Europe
and North America between the 19th and 20th century,”4 published in the International
Journal of Architectural Heritage, authors Erika Garilli and Felice Giuliani of the
Universita degli studi di Parma note that a great deal of technical engineering research
was done in the nineteenth and early twentieth century on designing and constructing
durable stone pavements, before that engineering research shifted to modern roadway
materials such as macadam, bituminous concrete, and concrete. The authors give an
encyclopedic comparison of materials and practices for installing stone paving in multiple
cities in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with precise descriptions of
materials and methods and best practices from technical engineering documents of the
period. Some key notes they convey on best practices for installation of cobblestone
paving from technical literature of the period are:
•

•
•

The stability of the pavement under carriage and wagon loads (which had hard
wheels and often carried heavy goods) depended greatly on having a very dense,
well compacted subgrade with great strength. Repeated wetting and tamping
were necessary for adequate compaction.
Extremely hard, strong, and durable stones (such as granite, basalt, etc.) were
typically used.
Oblong-shaped cobbles, of certain proportions, and approximately the same
relative size, were used (Figure 10). The oblong cobbles were driven into the
ground vertically, with the smaller end pointing down, using heavy hammers or
tampers.
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Figure 10 – Typical Proportions of Cobbles Used in Cobblestone Paving.
In Garilli and Giuliani, original detail from period technical literature (Lanino,5 1898).
•

At the beginning of the twentieth century in the United States, a 6 in.-thick layer
of loamy sand was recommended for the bedding layer into which the cobbles
were driven, because if the sand was too clean, or too much loamy sand was
used, the cobbles became loose and their position in the pavement could not be
maintained. The authors cite Morrison6 (1908) and Tillson7 (1900) on this period
technical research. [N.B. - Loamy Sand is one of the soils types that has been
clearly defined by the US Department of Agriculture8 since the early twentieth
century (Figure 11).]
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Figure 11 – US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Types Defined by Sand, Clay, and
Silt. Also known as the USDA soil textural triangle, with Loamy Sand (one of twelve soil types
defined by USDA) indicated in yellow. Loamy Sand is defined as 70-85% sand, 10-15% clay,
and the remainder (0-20%) silt.
•

•

After the cobblestones were installed and individually driven, they were covered
with sand, and repeated steps of wetting and ramming/compacting the entire
cobbled surface with heavy tampers etc. were used to compact the entire surface
repeatedly, and uniformly to maintain the desired cross sectional profile.
Cross-sections to provide good drainage were critical to durability, although
individual solutions to achieve good drainage varied (e.g., drainage to one side,
both sides, or to the center). Longitudinal stone gutters were often used at the
designed drainage areas (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Several Historic Cross Sections of Stone Pavements.
In Garilli and Giuliani, original period details from Cantalupi,9 1886 (top two images)
Lanino, 1898 (bottom two images).
2.2

Stone Curbs

•

Materials and Installation Details
•

Stone Curb Materials: Multiple eras and types of curbs are present on
Nantucket’s streets. While a historic materials survey and inventory is well
beyond the scope of this engineering study, it is useful to at least draw some
general distinction between the older historic stone curbs, and the modern
non-historic curbs. For an excellent, detailed study of the historic curb and
sidewalk paving materials in New England, see the Archipedia10 article “Historic
Paving and Sidewalks in New England” by Brian Pfeiffer, which includes a case
study of Nantucket. Although many variations exist among the stone curbs of
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Nantucket, most roughly fall into one of these four broad categories, generally
listed from oldest to newest:
•

Historic Schist Curbs: Hand-split and lightly dressed historic schist curbs
with non-sharp (eased or worn) edges. These often bear visible marks
(e.g., splayed wedge marks) from the individual crafts persons who
hand-worked (e.g., split, or dressed) them (Figure13). These vary in age
but primarily were installed in the 1830s. They vary in size but are
generally narrower and less deep (often around 3 in. thick by 9 in. deep)
than twentieth century curbs.

Figure 13 – Historic Schist Curbs with Visible Splayed Wedge Marks.
Historic Granite Curbs: Hand-worked historic granite curbs with
non-sharp (hammered, dressed, eased or worn) edges. These often bear
intentionally visible marks from the individual crafts persons who
hand-worked (e.g., split, hammered, dressed, finished) these stones with
hand tools. Many of these granite curbs were installed between the 1830s
and 1890s, although some continued into the early twentieth century.
They vary significantly in size, color, and finish – many are narrower than
modern 6 in. wide granite curbs, while some are as wide or even wider
(Figure 14).
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Figure 14 – Example of Historic Granite Curbs.
A relatively wide example in a course-grained reddish granite, with a textured
(e.g., dressed or hammered) top surface.
•

•

Modern 6 in. Granite Curbs: Modern granite curbs with smooth,
machine-sawn top surfaces, and sharp edges (e.g., as visible near the
Ferry Terminal). These generally date from the mid-twentieth century to
present, and tend to be approximately 6 in. thick by 18 in. deep. They
tend to be of relatively fine-grained gray granite, and are generally similar
to other modern curbs widely used throughout the Commonwealth.
Modern 4 in. Granite Curbs: Modern granite curbs with a lightly textured
top surface and eased edge, as visible on Judith Chase Lane. These are
a very recent effort to make the new granite curbs more aesthetically
compatible with the older historic curbs. They tend to be approximately
4 in. thick by 18 in. deep, of relatively fine-grained gray granite.
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Figure 15 – Modern 4 in. Granite Curb (bottom), and Historic 4 in. Granite Curb (top).
A transition between new and old granite curbs on Judith Chase Lane.
•

Setting Materials and Installation: From details prepared by Stantec for the
recent Judith Chase Lane project, the below-grade setting detail for the curbs
consists of setting the curb vertically on dense graded crushed stone, and casting
unreinforced high early strength (H.E.S.) cementitious concrete on each side of
the curb (Figure 16).

Figure 16 – Recent Nantucket Detail for Resetting Granite Curb.
From the drawing “Roadway and Sidewalk Construction Detail”, Project 179410561, Prepared
by Stantec, undated, but circa 2017-2020.
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•

Durability
•

Schist
•

•

•

•

•

Granite
•

•
•

Various types of schist vary widely in their durability, based on factors
such as their mineral constituency, especially micaceous minerals, and
the extent to which their microstructure was transformed by
metamorphosis, and their varying degrees of fissility (the tendency to split
along planes of weakness), which depends on the degree of foliation in
the stone. The less fissile variants of schist, and those with lower content
of aligned micaceous minerals are generally more durable. Some rocks
that are commonly called “schist” by masons and quarries are in the eyes
of a geologist really closer to finer-grained gneiss (like the Brimfield Schist
in central Massachusetts and northern Connecticut, which is quite
durable.)
For their roughly century or more of service, the schist curbstones on
Nantucket have been subjected to relatively severe environment from the
standpoints of climate (e.g., salt spray, freeze/thaw cycling), location
(partially buried as curbstones, water draining toward them), and
impact/loading (impact from wheels, snow removal, etc.).
From purely visual, macro-level examination of the schist curbstones,
they appear to have held up well during their long-term in situ service as
curbs. While I observed some cracking and chipping, as would be
expected with relatively thin stone slabs used as curbs for roughly a
century, I observed no widespread gross degradation, such as gross
disaggregation, scaling, splitting, or “sugaring” of the stone. The schist
curb stones I examined appeared hard and relatively sound and intact for
their age and the harsh microclimate in which they have been installed.
Given the relatively good condition of the schist curb stones despite their
long service life in a harsh microclimate, the schist curb stones appear to
have a good track record of durability in this microclimate and use.

An intrusive igneous stone, the various types of New England granite are
broadly well recognized as extremely durable stones, even in the harsh
climate in New England. As such, granite has long been a preferred stone
for the most torturous microclimates and uses in New England, such as
curbs, paving, exterior steps, and the exposed foundation wall or
watertable at grade on building walls and facades.
Similarly, the granite curbs I observed on Nantucket appear in good
condition,and have a good track record of durability for their intended use.

Applied Forces and Behavior: Curbs are subjected to multiple forces, which they must
resist to avoid gross displacement (e.g., leaning):
•

Curbs act as low retaining walls, and thus are subjected to continuous backside
pressure and overturning moments acting toward the street from the lateral soil
pressure at the higher sidewalk side (in some cases compounded by the
pressure exerted by the growth of tree roots on the sidewalk side).
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•

•

Additionally, curbs can be subjected to downward forces and overturning
moments in both directions (both toward and away from the street from wheels
when vehicles traverse the curbs, as they sometimes do in parallel parking with
two wheels on the sidewalk, which appears relatively common on Nantucket),
especially on narrower streets and on streets where the curbs are relatively low
with respect to the street surface.
To resist the forces described above, the curbs must essentially act as a vertical
cantilever, with the embedded (below-grade) portion of the vertical cantilever
tightly restrained on both sides by a material that is relatively stiff, strong, and
with significant weight. The below-grade material restraining overturning must be
very tight to the curb stone, so as not to allow displacement, but need not be
adhesively bonded or adhered to the curb stone. The lesser depth (roughly half)
of the historic schist curbs below grade as compared to modern curbs means that
the schist curbs must rely even more on below-grade counterweight than the
modern curbs to prevent gross rotational outward displacement (i.e., significant
leaning).

Figure 17 – Rotationally Displaced (Outwardly Leaning) Historic Schist Curb.
On upper Main Street.
2.3

Brick and Flagstone Sidewalks

From discussions on my 14 July 2020 site visit, unlike the cobblestone streets, the primary issues
and concerns with sidewalks are not primarily technical or engineering issues or questions
concerning durability or loadings or applied forces, but primarily issues of how best to balance
concerns (e.g., accessibility, historic, transportation) that at times are at odds, including those
outlined below.
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•

Sidewalk width: Maintaining the historic width of the sidewalk and thereby its scale
relative to the streetscape (Figure 18), versus widening sidewalks to better
accommodate increased numbers of pedestrians and better provide for pedestrian safety
(in areas where sidewalks are narrow and pedestrians competing for limited space might
step out into the street to pass). On narrower side streets, away from Main Street, how
best to balance an overall street width that is often too narrow to allow for ideal
dimensions and widths of sidewalk, travel lane of street, and parallel parking on street
(Figure 19).

Figure 18 – Wide Street and Sidewalk on Lower Main Street.
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Figure 1619 – Narrow Street and Sidewalk on Judith Chase Lane.
•

Smoothness of sidewalk surface: How best to improve surface smoothness and
accessibility/traversability (e.g., not only for those in wheelchairs, but for elderly walkers
with mobility or balance challenges, young children, baby strollers, etc.) while
maintaining the health of historic trees, especially elms?

•

Tree root soils versus sidewalk subbase materials: Ideally, sidewalks are set on a
well-compacted dense base and subbase of granular materials (e.g., sand, stone dust,
crushed stone, or gravel) that are free of organic materials. However, for the health of
trees, they are ideally provided uncompacted, organic soil at their near-surface roots.
How best to balance these conflicting ideals? Sidewalks are often not wide enough to
allow for unpaved areas around trees while still allowing sufficient widths for pedestrians
to pass, and near-trunk roots are often too high to allow for traversable tree grates
(e.g., cast iron) even if such grates were found to be historically acceptable (Figures 20
and 21). Innovative new structural soils developed by soil scientists, in collaboration with
landscape architects, may hold some promise and merit further exploration.

•

Cross slopes of sidewalks and threshold elevations: Along the commercial section
of lower Main Street, how best to accommodate the relatively steep longitudinal slope of
the street and sidewalk, while meeting the door threshold heights of so many businesses,
while creating a more reasonable cross slope that sheds water away from buildings and
toward the street and curb, while not being so steep as to create an accessibility problem
for a wheelchair traveling along the sidewalk.
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Figure 20 – Flagstone Sidewalk Displaced by Tree Roots on Upper Main Street.

Figure 21 – Brick Sidewalk Displaced by Tree Roots on Upper Main Street.
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3.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

Cobblestone Street Paving

General Suitability for Contemporary Use on Nantucket
•

Cobblestone street paving, when properly designed and constructed,
•

is suitable for the contemporary traffic loads on Nantucket, including truckloads,
provided it has a dense, well-compacted, and adequately deep base and
subbase.

•

can be at least as durable and low maintenance over the long-term as bituminous
concrete paving.

•

is more sustainable than bituminous concrete paving in that:
•
•
•

•

it allows for greater reuse of existing materials, and fewer new materials,
both in minor repair projects (e.g., repairing potholes), and in major
rehabilitation projects (e.g., repaving or rehabilitating entire streets).
it uses little or no fossil fuel-based materials, while bituminous pavement
uses significant asphalt.
it is significantly more permeable, allowing more rainwater to naturally
drain back into the soil and recharge the ground water table.

Given the relative scarcity of catch basins on Nantucket streets (as compared to other
crowned roads with curbs and sidewalks across the Commonwealth), the permeability
of cobblestone paving provides another distinct advantage over bituminous concrete
pavement, in that the permeability of the cobblestone paving reduces the volume of
water flowing to catch basins

Materials and Installation Procedures
•

For the best long-term durability, and especially to minimize stones becoming loose or
displaced on the surface, we recommend using oblong (rather than spherical) stone
cobbles. Further, driving the cobbles into the ground oriented vertically (not on the flat),
and with subsurface stone to stone contact, is essential to providing the greatest
resistance to cobbles becoming dislodged.

•

A dense, well-compacted, freely draining (permeable) base and subbase are also
essential to a durable installation, and in particular to minimizing frost heave and
potholes, and to accommodating heavy wheel loads from trucks without rutting or
gross settlement.

•

The specific materials used for the setting bed (the layer into which the cobbles are
driven) and the surface dressing (the uppermost layer, visible at the surface between the
stones) is a tricky choice, as a balance must be struck between:
•

A material that drains well and keeps the joints permeable and absorptive, and
allows water to drain promptly through the joints from the street (minimizing
puddles and ponding on the street surface after rain), and allows water to
continue to drain promptly below-grade, so that saturated conditions do not occur
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beneath the paving that could lead to frost heaves or freeze/thaw displacement
of cobblestones and potholes. The well-draining criteria that, considered alone,
would suggest a cohesionless highly porous material, such as clean, washed,
uniformly graded sand; however, a highly porous cohesionless material would
not be well suited to the additional criteria below.
•

•

A material that will not easily be kicked loose or be blown or washed or swept
loose from the joints at the surface, and can also be densely compacted and help
restrain the below-grade portion of the vertically driven oblong cobbles. This
criterion, considered alone, would suggest exactly the opposite of the above –
avoid using a cohesionless material, such as clean, washed, uniformly graded
sand, and instead use a cohesive material (such as clay).

In recent years cobblestones on the island have been set in stone dust, with stone dust
surface dressing. While stone dust compacts extremely well, and holds together well,
our concern with the use of stone dust as a setting bed or surface dressing is that most
stone dusts we have encountered for use in paving do not drain well. Although the
permeability and porosity of stone dust (and hence its ability to drain water promptly) can
vary depending upon particle size distribution, many readily available stone dusts that
we have encountered on stone or brick paving projects in New England compact well,
but do not drain well. Thus, our apprehension on the use of stone dust setting materials
is that they will not drain water promptly, thus rendering the paving more prone to the
accumulation of surface puddles, and to frost heaving and potholes.

In successfully striking a balance between these two main criteria outlined above for the setting
bed and dressing materials, both the experience and practice in setting cobblestone on Nantucket
(as described by Tom McGrath in 1947) during periods of great success with durable,
low-maintenance cobblestone roadways, and technical literature from the turn of the last century
(Morrison 1908, and Tillson, 1900) indicate that a loamy sand (aka “dirty sand” sand) with a minor
fines content of clay and silt strikes a good balance in achieving both key criteria above for the
material of the setting bed and the surface dressing.

•

Some successful historic examples use a different material for the surface dressing as
compared to the setting bed, with greater cohesive properties so that it can hold itself
together to some degree and avoid being easily blown or washed from the joints. While
the loamy (dirty) sand would appear to be a good material for both the setting bed and
the surface dressing, thus simplifying installation and maintenance, a potential
supplement or tweak to the design might be to encourage shallow vegetative growth in
the joints or the surface dressing, as the vegetative growth tends to stabilize and hold
the underlying sand or granular soil in place. Vegetative growth, presumably inadvertent,
occurs in many localized areas of the cobblestone street paving on Nantucket, as seen
below (Figure 22). With recessed surface dressing (recessed below, not flush with the
crowns of the cobbles), as is traditional on round-topped cobbles, low vegetative growth
could survive even in travel lanes. Additionally, loamy “dirty” sand (with silt and clay
inclusions) could sustain vegetative growth. This vegetative growth would serve to
further assist in holding that top surface of sand in place, minimizing erosion and loss or
displacement from wind and water, while remaining permeable to precipitation. The
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vegetative materials would need to be low growing, and also be tolerant of any deicing
salts that are used on the island, although I understand that use of deicing salts on
Nantucket streets is relatively low.

Figure 22 – Vegetative Growth in the Joints of Cobblestone Paving on Main Street.
•

A key to achieving success will be determining and quantifying the ideal proportions of
fines (clay and silt) in the sand, so those ideal proportions can be specified, checked,
and maintained consistently. Dirty sand dug found on the island will vary from location
to location, and will even vary when a pile is left outside uncovered, as the fines will tend
to wash to the bottom of the pile, self-segregating. The key first step would seem to be
conducting testing on readily available sources of the native “dirty” sand on Nantucket,
to confirm behavior and properties (e.g., permeability and fines content) as that local
native sand reportedly worked well during the original low maintenance period of
Nantucket’s cobblestone paving (c. 1836 to 1900), and again during the renaissance
period (c. 1931 to 1973). During my 14 July site visit, I observed a freshly dug hole at a
house on upper Main Street and sampled the native dirty sand, and found that when I
took a handful and squeezed it, it formed a ball in my hand that held itself together, as
described by Tom McGrath (Figure 23).
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Figure 23 – Native “Dirty Sand” (i.e., sand with inclusions of clay and silt).
On almost any project, testing and mockups are well advised. They are particularly critical on
preservation projects, and projects that are highly dependent on materials or installation
details/workmanship for their success, and the repair and resetting of Nantucket’s cobblestone
streets is all of the above.
•

Thus, we recommend further testing of materials, and after that testing, installation of
trial strips of roadway to better determine the ideal materials based on the considerations
described above. We recommend installing several adjacent test strips, each across the
full width of a street, to test several setting bed and surface dressing (including loamy
“dirty” sand, in various proportions) as well as other candidate materials for the setting
bed and dressing, and the recent materials (stone dust) as a control, and evaluating the
test strips over several seasons of traffic with respect to durability, drainage, aesthetics,
maintenance, etc.
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3.2

Stone Curbs

•

The historic schist curbs, as well as the historic granite curbs, are suitable for reuse, and
can be maintained or removed and reinstalled during rehabilitation work unless there is
obvious gross deterioration of an individual curbstone.

•

The curbs require strong, direct contact support to resist the overturning loads to which
they are subjected.

•

Some other curb setting details we observed set curbs in a U-shaped concrete saddle,
such that water could fill the “trough” of the U and created a sustained saturated condition
at the base of the curb. We recommend avoiding such an installation detail with the
historic curbs (schist and granite), as it may subject these stones to a more severe
freeze/thaw environment that they have historically experienced.

•

Given the durability and apparent strength and hardness of the historic schist and the
historic granite, setting them with concrete on each side, and crushed stone below
seems a sound engineering detail capable of resisting the applied loads that is unlikely
to harm the stone, particularly since no U-shaped concrete trough is created, and any
water can drain through the crushed stone base. As a minor tweak to improve
reversibility and simplify reuse and resetting of curb stones in the future, we would
suggest including a vapor permeable (“breathable”), biodegradable “slip sheet” such as
brown kraft paper, between the historic stone curb and the freshly cast concrete. This
thin sheet of inexpensive brown paper would prevent the newly cast concrete from
bonding to the historic stone, but although the paper would degrade relatively quickly
below grade after construction was completed, it would have served its intended purpose
of preventing bond of the concrete to the historic stone. Nevertheless, the stone would
still be tightly restrained by the concrete on both sides.

3.3

Brick and Flagstone Sidewalks

In balancing the multiple considerations for sidewalks (Figure 24), including sidewalk width versus
street widths, historic trees (and their roots lifting sidewalks), versus accessibility, traditional
historic width versus needs to accommodate contemporary pedestrian numbers, etc., there will
be no one-size-fits-all solution on Nantucket, not even for a single street, as multiple solutions
and approaches will need to be utilized along even a single street or block to accommodate
varying existing conditions and constraints as they are encountered, such as a low entry threshold
at a door abutting the sidewalk, the high roots of a historic American elm tree, etc.
•

Based on the testing we recommended above for the setting bed materials for
cobblestones, we recommend setting the brick sidewalks and flagstone sidewalks in a
material demonstrated to drain water well, to minimize water retention in the setting bed,
and consequent vulnerability to heaving of the sidewalk paving.

•

We suggest developing a “tool kit” of potential options and design solutions, and
deploying each where it makes the most sense along a street. For example, in one area
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where nearby entrances are elevated on stoops, raising the entire sidewalk a few inches
to eliminate gross offsets, tripping hazards, and accessibility impediments from rising
tree roots may make sense. However, just a short distance down the street, where
entrance doors and thresholds are right at grade, raising the sidewalk may not be a
viable solution.
•

Additionally, given that curb heights and cross sectional crowns of streets may also
present either constraints or opportunities, we recommend undertaking design and
rehabilitation of streets, curbs, and sidewalks in a unified manner, at the same time,
which would allow the maximum opportunity for overall, comprehensive, integrated
solutions. The Lidar survey undertaken by Preservation Institute Nantucket (PIN) would
appear to be an extremely useful starting point of detailed elevational data for the design.
We suggest starting with the fixed points that are impractical or impossible to change,
such as the door threshold heights of adjacent buildings, as unchangeable “givens” for
the design exercise of adjusting sidewalks heights, slopes and cross-slopes, curb
heights, street elevations and crown, etc.

Figure 24– Overview of Streetscape along Upper Main Street
I:\BOS\Projects\2020\200702.00-COBL\WP\001MBBronski-R-200702.00.amb.docx
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APPENDIX A
“A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss by Hillary Hedges Rayport

A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss: A History of Nantucket’s Cobble Paving
By Hillary Hedges Rayport

Nantucket loves its cobblestone Main Street. But this wasn’t always the case – 100
years ago this year, Nantucket town resolved to pave Main Street with concrete,
citing the pace of progress and the triumph of sensibility over sentiment. Few today
would argue against the cobbles, and yet the road is now in extreme disrepair.
Remedies on the table to fix it include a modern asphalt base, an idea that is stirring
debate on Nantucket. As with all good old things that have lasted, the history,
material, and function of this road lies at the root of the question. While favor for
cobbles has waxed and waned, the record shows that from the 1930s through to the
1970s, Nantucket celebrated her cobblestone streets as “virtually maintenance free”
and less expensive to maintain than blacktop. Prominent leaders – including the
superintendent of streets – sought MORE cobblestone streets, not fewer. But since
1993, cobblestone Main Street has been a maintenance headache. The Nantucket
Department of Public works is now seeking public comment regarding how best to
fix it.
How did a maintenance-free street become a source of roadworker angst? A close
read of our history reveals the story of a time-tested skill that was lost, then found,
then lost again. Can we bring it back?
The Cobblestone Myth
Main Street and its surroundings were originally paved with cobblestones beginning
in 1836, or possibly as early as 1834. Nantucket was a bustling and wealthy town,
awash in commerce and able to afford the best materials of the time. While tour
guides love to tell the beguiling tale that cobblestones came to Nantucket from
Europe as ballast stones, this romantic story is an urban legend. Ships traversed the
Atlantic filled with tradable goods, and most arrived in Salem or Gloucester before
finding their way to Nantucket. Nantucket’s cobblestones are in fact a geologic
match to New England glacial “erratics” – stones and boulders dropped in place as
glaciers retreated. Stones selected for paving had an oblong shape and flat tops.
They may have been gathered from Tuckernuck, where similar stones can still be
found today. They may have been a by-product from years of processing sand,
which was collected and dumped over Nantucket’s muddy roads before they were
paved. They also might have been brought in, purchased from Gloucester or similar
locations.
Whatever their origins, once they were laid down on Nantucket’s Main Street, they
didn’t stay in place long. Rapidly modernizing Nantucket was constantly digging.
Sewers – first brick and then, in the early 20th century, modern vitrified pipe – went
in underneath the stones over successive years. Multiple excavations left the road
with pits and divots -- Nantucket’s Department of Sewerage put the road back
together, but by the 1910s, the original architects of cobblestone Main Street were
onto more lucrative pursuits, mainly building asphalt roads. Paving with
cobblestones had become a neglected, if not a lost, profession.

A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss: A History of Nantucket’s Cobble Paving
By Hillary Hedges Rayport

The Pace of Progress
As the cobblestone road conditions worsened, and buttery-smooth bituminous
concrete beckoned, the pressure of progress was steady. One by one roads were
being covered over – first Liberty, then India, Center, Federal, and Orange Street all
were paved with asphalt. In 1919, the town proposed to lay asphalt over the wide,
commercial section of Main Street, known as “Main Street Square.” The outcry was
swift and determined. The Civic League and a group of concerned summer residents
opposed a 1920s initiative to pave Main Street with concrete.
The activists won the right to re-cobble the street, as long as it was on their own
nickel and with their own labor. They were kindly permitted to use the town’s tools.
As no island contractors would bid on the controversial project, the group engaged a
team from Brockton, Massachusetts. The workman discharged their duties expertly,
but victory was fleeting. With Nantucket’s modernization and growing appeal as a
vacation destination, the cobbles were torn up repeatedly to make way for
expanded gas, water, and sewer lines. A major excavation in 1926 did not proceed
well. Cobbles were set in frozen ground that was poorly graded from the outset. In
the end, there were hollows in the street. Many wondered if Main Street would ever
be the same again.
As the hollows and bumps deepened, a few proposals to concrete the road came and
went. But by this time, the downside of asphalt was being discovered – the black-top
wore through to the cobbles or dirt below quickly, and expensive repairs were
constant. Plus, after living with asphalt for a decade, the town was falling in love
with the few beautiful cobblestone roads that remained.
In 1930, after the installation of a new water main, Water Company president Frank
Gifford was in a position to fix Main Street right and he was not content to do it once
over lightly. When all the island contractors declined the job, Gifford remarked that
laying cobbles was a “lost art.” Despite public pressure from disgruntled shop
owners, whose customers entered their stores through piles of cobblestones the
water company had left stacked down the side of the street, Gifford held firm – the
cobbles would not be reset until he could source the right “expert paver” to come to
Nantucket and do the job correctly and finally. His long laid plans were upset when
the mason, scheduled to arrive the next day, failed to show up and ultimately
refused the work. Ever self-reliant, Gifford and the selectmen decided it was time to
bring the lost art of cobblestone work back to Nantucket. There was one company to
look to: The John C. Ring Construction Company. John C. Ring was the largest road
builder on Nantucket, but he had exited the cobblestone business decades before.
There was more and easier money laying out new roads and covering the old with
concrete and tar. But Nantucket had made the King of Concrete a very wealthy man,
and now they demanded the cobbled streets be repaired. Employee Antone F. Sylvia
stepped up.

A Cobblestone Gathers No Moss: A History of Nantucket’s Cobble Paving
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The Cobblestone Renaissance
Antone Sylvia was born in the Azores Islands and came to Nantucket at age 16 in
1882. After stints on the old paddle-boat “Island Home” and the NantucketSiasconset Railway, he settled into a career with John Ring Construction, where he
worked for more than 50 years. Why Antone was chosen to be Nantucket’s future
expert mason is unknown, but we can speculate that his childhood memories may
have had something to do with it. Most know about the strong connection between
Nantucket and the Azores because of a common history of whaling – but there is
another thing the two islands have in common – cobblestones.
However it happened, Antone Sylvia became a skilled mason, and quickly. In 1930s
Nantucket, with the growing tourist trade, a cobblestone could never rest. They
were up again in 1931, to make way for new utilities. Antone laid them back down.
And in 1937, there was major sewer work. Antone laid them back down, and the
Inquirer and Mirror reported “he promises he layed [sic] them right side up.”
Antone lived to be 95, and at the his death in 1961, his obituary read, “Mr. Sylvia
helped plan and had charge of building most of the present roads on the island. He
was particularly proud of a project he performed that is very much in evidence
today, the laying of the cobblestones of Main Street.” You can drop in to Sylvia
Antiques at the foot of Main Street today and say hello to his great-grandson,
antique dealer John Sylvia.
The Cobblestone Team
In the special skill of laying cobblestones, Antone was joined by Thomas McGrath
Sr., also a wash-ashore. McGrath came to Nantucket from County Cork, Ireland, in
1924 at age 29. Thomas passed the skill onto his son, Tom Jr., and thereby the
golden age of cobbles on Nantucket continued. For over 40 years, from 1931 until
1973, there was nary a complaint about hollows and holes on Main Street, other
than an expected need for routine maintenance. The town appropriated modest
funds in 1947 and 1957 for repair of cobblestones on Main Street – a grand total of
$1,500 over the two years. By comparison, the bituminous concrete paving of
McKinley Avenue in Siasconset in 1947 alone cost the town $2,500.
With the maintenance of cobbles no longer a lost art, the streets remained in good
repair and fondness for cobblestones only increased. Though automobiles were
rattling across Nantucket, its cobblestone streets were an oft-cited symbol of a
quieter time in America. Visitors, wash-ashores, and natives alike came to thank the
Civic League and the group of wise summer residents who, in 1921, had raised
$2,500 and saved the cobbles of Main Street.
The preservation movement gained momentum and in 1955 the selectmen voted to
establish Nantucket Town as a protected Historic District. The argument was won
based on economics: tourism carried the day, and cobblestone streets and grey
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shingled cottages were “Our Gold Mine,” as described by preservationist Everett U.
Crosby in the pamphlet of the same title. By 1967, Nantucket was a leading authority
on the practical work of maintaining historic cobblestone streets. A reporter for The
Charleston Evening Post interviewed mason Tom McGrath and Superintendent of
Streets Michael Driscoll in an article that year called “Yankees Conquer
Cobblestones.”
Tom McGrath…tells me that the proper bed for cobblestones is 3 to
4 inches of “dirty sand“ i.e. sand with sufficient fine powdered
material so that it will hold together when squeezed, but the mixture
should not become muddy when wet...Driscoll says they have no
problems with freezes. Water drains right through the sand before it
freezes. The only problem is occasionally a motorist spinning a
wheel and flipping out a stone. He says, however, that it is no more
than a 15 minute job to replace a few like that and really the only
trick is to put the most pointed end down. In other words, get the
stone sunk as deep as possible into the dirty sand base with a
relatively small area of each stone on the surface. This he says is
much better than skimping on stones and having the largest side
lying flat on top of the ground.
Under Tom’s steady mallet, the cobblestone streetscape not only stayed put, it
spread. Vulcanized tires and improvements in automobile suspension helped quell
the chief complaints about cobblestones – that they were noisy and rough on cars. In
1966, the town voted to continue the cobbles all the way down Main Street to the
waterfront. Water Street was repaved with Belgian block. A tar strip across Main
Street at Pine Street was peeled up and restored. Cobblestone streets were beautiful,
durable, low maintenance, and part of what made Nantucket Nantucket.
From Blessing to Bane
It’s often the case that you don’t know what you’ve got ‘til it’s gone, and islanders
likely did not know the true gift they had in Tom McGrath Jr. and his fellow masons.
When McGrath suffered an untimely death from a heart attack in 1972, he had not
apprenticed a successor and there was no one with the skill to maintain Nantucket’s
roads. This was fine for a while, but the cobbles were not truly maintenance free –
not with the water, electrical, gas, sewer, and now cable companies poking holes in
them every few years. The patches continued to hollow out over time, and soon the
streets needed attention. When time came to fill the hollows the DPW contracted
with Cape Cod & Island Construction for cobblestone repair. Work was minor
enough and sufficiently reassuring that the enthusiasm for cobbles endured.
Edouard A. Stackpole, president of the NHA, pushed mightily to convert more
streets to cobble. As ever, there were advocates on both sides of the question –
passionately in favor of cobbles for their beauty and durability, and passionately
against, for their uneven surface. By the late 1970s, paving with bituminous
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concrete was fast and efficient, and skilled masons were hard to find. Ultimately, the
argument for keeping the paved streets in blacktop won out. As selectman Roger
Young said: “the new machine just heats the tar that’s there and puts in new tar.”
The fact that it buckled and needed constant patching seemed less important when
you had a steady supply of materials and labor to get the job done.
A Last Stand for More Cobbles
Nantucket enjoyed the cobbles it had, but when a multi-year, $2 million road
improvement project was launched in 1980, the selectmen saw an opportunity for
the long-contemplated return to cobblestones, and engaged island contractor
Walter Glowacki. North Water Street was re-paved with Belgian block; India Street
and South Water Street from India to Main were cobbled. But the entire road project
was fraught. Selectmen were yelling at contractors. The lead engineer was raked
over the coals multiple times. Townspeople were pulling their hair out with traffic
problems. A backhoe nearly ran over a car. The Belgian block was laid all wrong,
people weren’t paid, new consulting engineers were brought in. The town breathed
a sigh of relief when the project was deemed complete, and no one wanted to talk
about downtown roads, let alone cobblestones, for a while.
The next major project was in 1993, when all of Main Street was dug up to lay
powerlines underneath. The primary motivation for this was aesthetic – people
wanted to recreate the vision of Main Street as it was in the old photos, before
power lines were strung overhead (how much was practical in this – no more
downed powerlines) and they approved a rate increase to pay for it. But even at the
time residents complained about the pitted surface, and the superintendent of the
job reported the challenge of laying the stones in the frozen earth that chilly March.
The problems on Main Street only built from there.
Today, the Department of Public Works is recommending historic Main Street be
rebuilt, and exploring laying asphalt underneath the cobbles to support ever more
traffic and ever heavier trucks. Those who oppose this idea are concerned with
aesthetics, sustainability, the effects of excavation on 200-year-old houses, and the
health of towering century-old American Elms. They advocate for setting the
cobbles closely packed and well buried in gritty porous sand, as is traditional. Is
cobblestone paving a lost art that can be found again, or was the editor of the
Inquirer and Mirror correct back in 1919, when he wrote, “It may not be next year,
or the year after, or the year after that, but it will be smoothed over some year –
when the time arrives that common sense takes precedence over sentiment.” 100
years later, sentiment is still holding out.
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7 . COBBLESTONE PAVEMENT
SCOPE
These specifications cover the construction of cobblestone pavements. The work shall consist of furnishing
and setting granite cobblestone pavers on a stone dust setting bed over a gravel base course in accordance
with these specifications and in close conformity with the lines and grades shown on the plans or established
by the Engineer.
MATERIALS
Materials shall meet the requirements specified in the following descriptions and/or sub-sections of Division
III of the Massachusetts Standard Specifications for Bridges and Highways.
Cobblestones. Cobblestones shall be granite, of fairly uniform shape and color, free from cracks and other
structural imperfections or flaws which would impair its structural integrity, and of a smooth appearance.
Natural color variations, characteristic of the deposit source will be permitted. Cobblestones shall be similar
to existing cobblestones on various downtown streets. Samples shall be submitted for approval by the
Nantucket Planning Board.
Sand Borrow. M1.04.0 Type A.
Portland Cement. M1.01.0
Stone Dust. Stone dust shall conform to the following gradation requirements:
Passing Sieve Size

Percentage Passing

No. 4

100

No. 50

90

No. 200

65

Gravel Borrow. M1.03.0 Type b
CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The subbase below the stone dust setting bed shall be fine graded and thoroughly compacted (as required
under section 401. of the M.S.S.B.H).
Cobblestones shall be carefully laid on a stone dust setting bed as shown on the plans, and shall be solidly
rammed in position by hand.
The cobblestones shall be set with the long axis of each stone vertical to the roadway surface. The
cobblestones shall be set such that each cobblestone is touching another cobblestone.
The cobblestones shall be compacted and tamped with a mechanical plate compactor or by another method
approved by the Board or its Agent. After a sufficient area of pavement has been laid, the pavement surface
shall be tested with a 10-foot straight edge and laid parallel with the centerline and any variations exceeding
xiii

1/2 inch shall be corrected and brought to proper grade. Any stones that become cracked during these
procedures shall be removed and replaced.
The cobblestones shall be swept with a sand/cement mixture (three parts dry sand, one part cement) and
fogged with water. The pavement surface shall be vibrated with a lightweight plate compactor to insure
compaction between the joints. Additional joint filler of sand/cement mixture shall be uniformly distributed
as necessary to fill all of the voids. The process shall be repeated for a maximum of five days until all the
joints are full.
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Plate No. 8
xxiv

xxv

Plate No. 9

Plate No. 14
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7 . COBBLESTONE PAVEMENT
SCOPE
These specifications cover the construction of cobblestone pavements. The work shall consist of furnishing
and setting granite cobblestone pavers on a stone dust setting bed over a gravel base course in accordance
with these specifications and in close conformity with the lines and grades shown on the plans or established
by the Engineer.
MATERIALS
Materials shall meet the requirements specified in the following descriptions and/or sub-sections of Division
III of the Massachusetts Standard Specifications for Bridges and Highways.
Cobblestones. Cobblestones shall be granite, of fairly uniform shape and color, free from cracks and other
structural imperfections or flaws which would impair its structural integrity, and of a smooth appearance.
Natural color variations, characteristic of the deposit source will be permitted. Cobblestones shall be similar
to existing cobblestones on various downtown streets. Samples shall be submitted for approval by the
Nantucket Planning Board.
Sand Borrow. M1.04.0 Type A.
Portland Cement. M1.01.0
Stone Dust. Stone dust shall conform to the following gradation requirements:
Passing Sieve Size

Percentage Passing

No. 4

100

No. 50

90

No. 200

65

Gravel Borrow. M1.03.0 Type b
CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The subbase below the stone dust setting bed shall be fine graded and thoroughly compacted (as required
under section 401. of the M.S.S.B.H).
Cobblestones shall be carefully laid on a stone dust setting bed as shown on the plans, and shall be solidly
rammed in position by hand.
The cobblestones shall be set with the long axis of each stone vertical to the roadway surface. The
cobblestones shall be set such that each cobblestone is touching another cobblestone.
The cobblestones shall be compacted and tamped with a mechanical plate compactor or by another method
approved by the Board or its Agent. After a sufficient area of pavement has been laid, the pavement surface
shall be tested with a 10-foot straight edge and laid parallel with the centerline and any variations exceeding
xiii

1/2 inch shall be corrected and brought to proper grade. Any stones that become cracked during these
procedures shall be removed and replaced.
The cobblestones shall be swept with a sand/cement mixture (three parts dry sand, one part cement) and
fogged with water. The pavement surface shall be vibrated with a lightweight plate compactor to insure
compaction between the joints. Additional joint filler of sand/cement mixture shall be uniformly distributed
as necessary to fill all of the voids. The process shall be repeated for a maximum of five days until all the
joints are full.

xiv

8. BRICK PAVEMENT
SCOPE
These specifications cover the construction of a Brick Paving Block Pavement. The work shall consist of
furnishing and setting extruded fireclay Brick Paving Block pavement on a stone dust setting bed on a dense
graded crushed stone and gravel base course in accordance with these specifications and in close conformity
to the lines and grades shown on the plans.
MATERIALS
Materials shall meet the requirements specified in the following descriptions and/or subsections of Division
III of the Massachusetts Standard Specifications for Bridges and Highways.
Brick Pavers. Brick Paving Block shall be for exterior paving, manufactured from extruded fireclay from
shale and shall be fired to produce a dense paver and shall meet the requirements of ASTM C216-69-SWFBS with water absorption not more than 5 percent with five-hour bail. Laminated brick will not be
acceptable. Standard Face brick will not be acceptable.
All brick shall be batched type burned to provide the various colors by controlled atmosphere and
temperature conditions, required to obtain a rustic blend (70 percent red and 30 percent brown to black). The
brick shall be highly resistant to abrasion and shall have an average compressive strength of 8000 or more psi
over a 100-cycle freeze-thaw test.
The brick shall be wire-cut to a size of 4 x 8 x 2.25 inches. Brick shall be delivered to the site on pallets.
Samples shall be submitted for approval by the Nantucket Planning Board.
Sand Borrow. M1.04.0 Type A.
Portland Cement. M4.01.0
Stone Dust. Stone dust shall conform to the following gradation requirements:
Passing Sieve Size

Percentage Passing

No. 4

100

No. 50

95

No. 200

65

Dense Graded Crushed Stone . M2.01.7
Gravel Borrow. M1.03.0 Type b

xv

CONSTRUCTION METHODS:
Each pavement layer shall be fine graded and thoroughly compacted (as required under Section 401. of the
M.S.S.B.H.)
The Brick Pavers shall be laid true to lines and grades with joints of uniform thickness, all surfaces true and
corners straight and plumb. Paving patterns shall be as shown on the plans or to match existing patterns, as
directed by the Board or its Agent. Any patterns in which the alignment is not acceptable shall be promptly
removed and reset.
The Brick Pavers shall be compacted and tamped with a lightweight mechanical plate compactor or by
another method approved by the Board or its Agent. After a sufficient area of pavement has been laid, the
pavement surface shall be tested with a 10-foot straight edge and laid parallel with the centerline and
variations exceeding 1/2 inch shall be corrected and brought to proper grade. Any pavers which become
damaged during these procedures shall be promptly removed and reset.
The Brick Pavers shall be swept with a dry sand/cement mixture (three parts dry sand, one part cement) and
fogged with water.
The pavement surface shall be vibrated with a lightweight plate compactor to insure compaction between
joints. Additional joint filler sand/cement mixture shall be uniformly distributed as necessary to fill all of the
voids. The process shall be repeated for a maximum of five days until all the joints are full, and all pavers are
stabilized.
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